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Abstract: We examine the importance in describing a multiple bond of including non-perfect-pairing spin couplings 
among the electrons. We describe how to relax the perfect-pairing restriction of the usual strongly orthogonal perfect-
pairing approximation to the generalized valence bond method, while rigorously remaining within an independent-
particle model that allows an orbital interpretation of the bonding. In calculations on ethylene and the nitrogen 
molecule, we find that the contribution of non-perfect-pairing spin couplings to the description of multiple bonds is 
remarkably small and that the perfect-pairing spin restriction is a relatively benign limitation on the wave function, 
for molecular geometries near the equilibrium geometry. 

Introduction 

In covalent systems, the strongly orthogonal perfect-pairing 
(SOPP) generalized valence bond (GVB) method1 is a natural 
starting point to discuss the bonding. Unlike the Hartree-Fock 
method, it provides the flexibility in the wave function necessary 
to properly dissociate a bond, and further, it maps very closely 
onto the valence bond interpretational scheme on which so much 
of our understanding of bonding is based. In systems with two-
electron/two-center bonds, coupling of pairs of electrons into 
singlets is usually a very good approximation; otherwise the 
Hartree-Fock method, with its closed-shell singlets, would not 
work as well as it does. For molecules with multiple bonds, 
however, the case is not so clear. The purpose of this paper is 
to critically examine the nature of spin coupling in multiple bonds. 

One need only consider the simple case of the ethylene molecule 
illustrated in Figure 1 to appreciate that the PP spin coupling 
restriction can be a very serious constraint. While coupling of 
the electrons of the double bond into two perfect-pair singlet 
bonds may be a reasonable approximation near the equilibrium 
geometry, it cannot describe the spin coupling in C2H4 dissociated 
into two triplet ground-state CH2 fragments. There is no reason 
a priori to believe that the contribution of the alternate coupling 
represented by the fragment limit is not energetically significant 
near equilibrium, and it must be investigated explicitly via 
computation. 

In this paper2 we examine the impact of the perfect-pairing 
approximation in describing multiple bonds, while rigorously 
retaining an independent-particle (IP) interpretation, the only 
context in which this question has meaning. We discuss results 
of two case studies. First we consider the archetypical double-
bond molecule, ethylene. In our results, the PP constraint is 
found to be of little energetic consequence near the equilibrium 
geometry. This is true whether one adopts a <r,7r bond or bent-
bond picture. To determine whether this is more generally true 
for multiple bonds or unique to ethylene, we consider the triple 
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Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the spin state for the IP orbitals of 
ethylene in the molecular and dissociated limits. Solid line denotes singlet 
coupling, and dashed line, triplet coupling. 

bond in the nitrogen molecule. We obtain a similar outcome and 
conclude that PP is not a significant restriction on the description 
of multiple bonds, near the equilibrium geometry. This result 
contradicts conclusions regarding the severity of the PP approx
imation in describing multiple bonds derived from configuration 
interaction (CI) studies.3"5 A misunderstanding of how properly 
to introduce alternate spin couplings into the treatment of a 
multiple bond without also introducing elements that make the 
wave function incompatible with an IP interpretation is the source 
of this discrepancy. Hence, we begin our presentation with a 
discussion of this issue. We describe a method for incorporating 
alternate spin couplings into SOPP-GVB descriptions and compute 
SO-GVB wave functions.6 The approach hinges on expanding 
IP wave functions in terms of conventional CI expansions. To 
retain the orbital interpretation of the bonding, this expansion 
must be done carefully. The critical terms leading to confusion 
are isolated and analyzed. 

Relaxing the Perfect-Pairing Restriction 

To illustrate the need to generalize beyond a perfect-pairing 
description to treat dissociation of multiple bonds, we begin with 
ethylene. As illustrated in Figure 1, the perfect-pairing IP 
description of the bonding near equilibrium consists of two singlet-
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coupled pairs, <pu and <p\r, and <pa and <P2U one orbital of each pair 
localized on the right and one on the left. Focusing on the double-
bond orbitals, this wave function can be written as 

*(C2H4) = A&niViJPxVifiiW] (D 

where * accounts for all electron orbitals outside of those 
associated with the carbon-carbon double bond and Gi (4) is a 
four-particle singlet spin eigenfunction corresponding to the 
perfect pairing of two pairs. The form of the <p,—<r,ir orbitals or 
bent-bond "fl" orbitals—is purposely not specified, as the same 
arguments apply to both, for dissociation into triplet fragments. 
If the fragments had singlet ground states, however, e.g., 
F2C=CF2 -*• F2C + CF2, one could not describe even qualitatively 
the dissociation of the molecule within a a,ir bond context. In 
the dissociated limit of triplet ground-state CH2 fragments, the 
two orbitals on the left carbon, <j\\ and <pi\, are triplet coupled, 
as are <f>u and Ip2, on the right carbon. The overall spin state 
remains a singlet, as these two triplets couple to S - 0. The wave 
function for the fragments can be written as 

*(CH2 + CH2) = A [ ^ u ^ l r ? 2 r e 2 ( 4 ) ] (2) 

where 02(4) is a four-electron singlet spin eigenfunction, distinct 
from, and orthogonal to, the singlet 9i(4). The forms of these 
singlet spin eigenfunctions are given explicitly below: 

9 1 ( 4 ) = i ( a ^ - ^ a ) ( a ^ - M = 

|(a/3a/S - a/3/Sa - /8aa/? + /3a/3a) (3a) 

02(4) - ^(otfaP + "Na + paa/S + 

pafia - 2aa/3(8 - 20/Saa) (3b) 

These two singlets span the two-dimensional four-electron singlet 
spin space. 

To describe dissociation of the molecule, from near equilibrium 
as described by the wave function of eq 1, into CH2 fragments, 
as described by eq 2, it is convenient to put the orbitals in the 
same order, exchanging <0y and <p\T in eq 2, along with the spins 
associated with them, to arrive at an alternate equivalent 
representation of the fragment wave function: 

*(CH2 + CH2) = ̂ [^,,^,fttorf^e, + ̂ e2)] (4) 
In this representation it can be seen that the alternate, nonbonding 
spin coupling 62 of the four electrons must be explicitly added 
to the perfect-pairing coupling 

* = ^ [ t ^ n ^ ^ j i ^ c ^ G , + CJ2G2)] = C11Vn + ce2Ve2 (5) 

to describe dissociation from the molecular wave function of eq 
1 to the fragment wave function of eq 4. At dissociation (R -* 
=>), ce\ and Cn will be as given in eq 4. Near equilibrium (R « 
Rt), the PP term, Vn, will presumably dominate. 

The SOPP-GVB method is a practical computational scheme 
because of the fact that there exists a simple transformation from 
the nonorthogonal interpretational orbital set {<p,} into an 
orthogonal basis set {<£,}, and the SOPP wave function 

^SOPP = 

A[<(>n(f>u(ap -/3a)<p21<p2r(a/3- ̂ a)...¥»M<eWr(aj8- /3a)] (6) 

can be expanded in a standard multideterminant expansion over 
an orthogonal basis of 2^ terms: 

*SOPP = A[(dlb<j>\b - dH<t>2JaP(d2b<t>2
2b -

d2^)a^...(dmct>m-dMl<t>2
m)a^ (7) 

The dfs are coefficients trivially related to the singlet pair orbital 

overlaps, S1 = < <pn\<fiiT), and fa and fa are bonding and antibonding 
basis orbitals for each bond. The overlapping interpretational 
orbitals <p, are related to the orthogonal basis set orbitals by 
(neglecting normalization throughout the following discussion) 

** = [2(1 + S , ) ] ' / ^ ' 1 + * ) ; ** = [2(1 - S , ) ] ' / * 0 * " * ' r ) 

(8a) 

or, conversely, 

<Pa = <£ib + V/a". fit = 0<b - M>ia ( 8 b ) 

To treat the spin recoupling, the SOPP wave function must be 
augmented. For the example of C2H4, the perfect-pairing term 
of eq 5, ceiVei, can be expanded as follows: 

V61 = o4[${0ib02b - *fala#2b _ X201b02a + 

The term associated with the alternate coupling, Vn, is similarly 
expanded, performing the substitutions of eq 8 to get 

*<»2 = A[$<pnvuv2)<f>2TQ2] — A[$(<pib + X!0la)(<>lb-

^l<£la)(02b + ^2^2a) (^2b - ^2^23)62] ""*" 

oWUUUL^] (io) 
where the last step is obvious when we note that the character 
of G2 is to triplet couple the first two, and also the last two orbitals, 
hence requiring occupation of pairwise orthogonal orbitals. 

Adopting the notation (nib«ia«2brt2a) to describe each of the 
configurations in the CI expansion, nM describing the occupation 
of orbital fa in the configuration 

(«lb»la«2b«2a) ~ <Ctf » 2 a * 

the CI representation of the SOPP wave function for ethylene, 
eq 9, is described using four configurations: (2020), (0220), 
(2002), and (0202). Inspection of eq 10 shows treating the 
alternate spin coupling requires the term with a (1111) occupation 
and a G2 spin coupling. 

Restricted Configuration Interaction (RCI) 

To construct a GVB-RCI wave function7 for a general molecule, 
all terms accessible by single excitations [(20) —• (H)] within 
pairs, in addition to the double excitations [(20) -*• (02)] that 
describe the SOPP pairs, are added to the SOPP expansion. Given 
three possible occupations within each pair—(20), (02) from the 
SOPP, and the new (11)—and Mpairs, an RCI expansion consists 
of 3M configurations, along with all permissible spin couplings 
within each spatial configuration, as opposed to the 2M config
urations given by the SOPP expansion. 

GVB-RCI expansions contain all the terms necessary to allow 
for the spin recoupling described above among the orbitals of 
multiple bonds. It was on the basis of calculations using expansions 
of this kind3-5 that it was concluded that PP is a profound 
restriction on the description of multiple bonds. Looking at C2F2, 
Bauschlicher and Taylor4 found that self-consistent RCI calcu
lations yield greater than 1 eV in energy lowering with respect 
to SOPP-GVB calculations. Incidentally, the impact was found 
to be strongly dependent on the bonding representation. While 
SOPP-GVB calculations for C2F2 favor bent bonds8 (unlike the 
case for C2H4, cf. Table I), the RCI calculation using a o-,ir orbital 
basis is favored by 0.22 eV, amounting to a reversal of 0.47 eV 
in the comparison of the bonding models. This observation is 
inconsistent with results in Part I ,'5 which suggest a much smaller 
importance for the spin coupling. In the discussion below, 

(7) Harding, L. B.; Goddard, W. A., III. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1975, 97, 
6293. 
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Table I. Total Energies 

wave function 

SOPP-GVB 
GVB-RCI 
SO-GVB 
POL-RCI 

for C2H4 and N2 Using SOPP 

C2H4 

a,ir 

-78.075 36 (0.00) 
-78.089 18 (-0.38) 
-78.077 59 (-0.06) 
-78.087 36 (-0.33) 

+ RCI Wave Functions" 

(2 pairs) 

n 
-78.069 81 (+0.15) 
-78.081 76 (-0.17) 
-78.070 55 (+0.13) 
-78.081 16 (-0.16) 

N2 (5 pairs 

<r,ir 

-108.044 80 (0.00) 
-108.097 95 (-1.45) 
-108.052 40 (-0.21) 
-108.092 24 (-1.29) 

n 
-108.031 11 (+0.37) 
-108.079 62 (-0.95) 
-108.034 78 (+0.27) 
-108.076 50 (-0.86) 

( a ) 

( b ) 

" Total energies in hartree. For explanation of wave functions, see text. Numbers in parentheses are relative energies in eV. 

calculations were performed using the geometries and basis sets 
described in Part 1. 

Ethylene Molecule 

Applied to the problem of the double bond in the ethylene 
molecule, the GVB-RCI calculation adds only the (1111) 
configuration to the SOPP expansion; the (1120)-like configu
rations generated by the general RCI being excluded by spatial 
symmetry. The results are listed in Table I. The RCI calculations 
yield an energy lowering with respect to SOPP results of 0.38 eV 
for the <7,rr description and 0.33 eV for the description using the 
bent-bond orbital basis. This appears to validate the arguments 
of Bauschlicher and Taylor,4 and Carter and Goddard3-5 with 
respect to the importance of non-PP spin couplings. 

However, examining each of the terms that comprise the GVB-
RCI wave function more carefully, we find that the GVB-RCI 
wave function, in general, cannot be rigorously interpreted in a 
simple bonding context, and the reason relates to the nature of 
the open-shell term (1111). With four singly occupied orbitals, 
two distinct singlet spin functions are possible (listed in eq 3), and 
hence the (1111) configuration contributes two independent 
components. An independent component, defined by an orbital 
occupation with a specific spin state, is referred to as a 
configuration state function (CSF). The term of eq 10 that relaxes 
the PP restriction of the two-pair SOPP wave function, however, 
uses only one of the two spin couplings possible. The perfect-
pairing singlet spin coupling, 9i, of these open-shell orbitals 
included in the GVB-RCI is incompatible with an independent-
particle picture. 

That the (1111 )-0i term included in the GVB-RCI calculations 
is incompatible with an IP interpretation does not necessarily 
invalidate the arguments3-5 regarding the importance of alternate 
spin couplings. Although in general the SO-GVB wave function 
requires only a limited subset of the CSFs of the full-GVB-RCI 
wave function, it may be the case that the RCI does not take 
advantage of the extra flexibility and, hence, remains a good 
approximation to an SO-GVB wave function.9 

To address this question, the RCI calculation for ethylene was 
repeated, with the modification that the CSF incompatible with 
an IP interpretation, (HIl)-Gi, was excluded from the expansion. 
The results are presented in Table I. The new spin coupling 
flexibility offered by this wave function, as compared to SOPP-
GVB, produces a lowering of less than 0.1 eV for both the <T,T 
bond model and bent-bond model, demonstrating that non-PP 
spin coupling has little importance in ethylene. 

If not spin recoupling, what is the role of the (1111)-Gi term? 
This term, 0ib#ia02b02a9i, has a form reminiscent of two SOPP-
GVB pairs. Applying formally the same transformation (eq 8) 
used to generate the orthogonal orbitals from SOPP orbitals yields 

01b01a02b02a0l = {(01b + ^Ia)2 ~ (01b ~ 01a)2}a0{(02b + 

02a)2 - (02b - 02a)V0 = M l " <Ar)<*PWl\ ~ VlM = 

W\\f22\ ~ VuVn ~ fWlx + *\&\ba$a$ U *) 
This CSF corresponds to interpair correlation—the polarization 

(9) Just such a situation occurs for the unconstrained CI calculation using 
the SOPP configurations, with 2"'1 degrees of freedom in the CI coefficients, 
as it results in a wave fucntion that is a close approximation to the SOPP wave 
function, with only M degrees of freedom among those same coefficients. 

Figure 2. Plots of the energetic stabilization yielded by various extensions 
(discussed in the text) to the SOPP-GVB wave functions as a function 
of carbon-carbon separation in ethylene. The plots show the energy 
lowering with respect to the SOPP-GVB result, in eV, starting with (a) 
the a,* bond SOPP-GVB wave function and (b) the bent-bond SOPP-
GVB wave function. 

of the two electrons of one pair from one side of the bond to the 
other, while the electrons of the other pair do the same7—and 
cannot be directly interpreted in an IP framework. Incorporating 
this non-IP term and excluding the (1111)-92 term that corre
sponds to the recoupling of the electron spins recovers most of 
the stabilization (POL-RCI of Table I) of the full-GVB-RCI, 
and hence almost the entire stabilization of the GVB-RCI is 
attributable to the non-IP augmentation of the wave function. 

As the carbon-carbon distance increases, importance of non-
PP spin couplings must also increase in order for dissociation into 
CH2 fragments to occur. A series of SOPP and RCI calculations, 
varying the carbon-carbon distance and keeping hydrogen atoms 
fixed in relation to the carbons to which they are coordinated, 
were performed for bent-bond and <r,ir bond descriptions. The 
energetic stabilization with respect to the SOPP-GVB results is 
plotted in Figure 2. For both bend-bond and <r,r bond references, 
it is not until a ~50% increase in carbon-carbon bond length 
that spin recoupling becomes as important as the polarization 
term. Transition from a polarization-dominated regime to a 
recoupling-dominated regime occurs over a narrow range of 
internuclear separation. At greater separation, roughly twice 
equilibrium, the recoupling is responsible for the entire stabili
zation given by the RCI wave function. Crossover in the bent-
bond calculations occurs at greater separation than in the <r,ir 
bond calculations, and energetic significance of the recoupling 
lags behind the <r,ir bond case. In either, however, at any distance 
near equilibrium (marked by the vertical line in the plot) non-PP 
spin pairing in the double bond is not important. 

There are a variety of possible reasons for this result: (i) The 
PP spin coupling is intrinsically dominant at equilibrium geom-
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etries for multiple bonds, (ii) C2H4 is a special case. The splitting 
between the triplet and singlet states for the CH2 fragments is 
relatively small (0.39 eV),10 and hence preference for a specific 
fragment state is weak, allowing the PP bonding term to dominate, 
(iii) Spin recoupling among four electrons constitutes a "forbidden 
reaction",11 and hence the lack of alternate couplings is natural 
for double-bonded systems. Theoretical evidence refutes reason 
ii. Carter and Goddard established empirically that intrinsic 
bond energies of carbon—carbon double bonds in X YC=CX' Y' 
are independent of the substituents.12'13 The dissociation frag
ments CXY they considered have a wide range of carbon on-site 
singlet-triplet splittings. If reason ii were true, this variation 
would be reflected in varying contributions of alternate spin 
couplings to the equilibrium molecular wave function and lead 
to different intrinsic bond energies. Hence, the question reduces 
to whether double bonds are specially resistant to alternate 
couplings or whether the PP spin coupling is intrinsically dominant 
in all multiple bonds. 

Nitrogen Molecule 

The N2 molecule is an ideal system to resolve this issue. It has 
a triple bond, and the splitting among the states of the dissociated 
fragments is much larger than that for ethylene. The first excited 
state of the nitrogen atom is 2.4 eV above the 4S ground state.14 

The approach used to include alternate spin couplings in the 
triple bond is analogous to the approach used in the double bond. 
The difference is that one has six electrons rather than four and 
hence has five singlet eigenfunctions rather than two. 

All five valence pairs were correlated in the SOPP calculations, 
resulting in three N - N bond pairs and a lone pair on each of the 
nitrogen atoms. The results of the RCI calculations for the triple 
bond are presented in Table I. The energetic stabilization offered 
by this RCI calculation is seen to be many times larger than that 
found in ethylene, amounting to 1.45 eV using the a,it bond SOPP 
orbitals and 1.32 eV using the bent-bond SOPP orbitals. 

There are five independent singlets among the six bonding 
electrons. The SOPP wave functions for the description of the 
triple bond can be written 

*IoPP = *»T = •* [*W>rXl*xr*yl*yrQpp(6) ] (1 ^) 

*SOPP = K = o4[$fi11filrfi21fi2rn31fi3repp(6)] (12b) 

describing one spin coupling of the valence bond (VB) orbitals 
for (T,ir bonds and bent-bond (ft) orbitals. Non-PP spin couplings 
can be generated by recoupling the electrons taken four at a time, 
as in eq 5, leaving the remaining pair singlet coupled. This 
generates three new singlets for each 

¥ £ = J4[*ff,ffrePp(2)Tjdx„TylT>re2(4)] 

* , 7 = ^[*Tx,xxrePp(2)ff1ffrT^irJTe2(4)] 

<a;i = J«[*T>1T^epp(2)ff1ffrTJdx„e2(4)] (i3a) 

*& = ^[$fi11filrepp(2)n21n2rft31fi3re2(4)] 
*& = J4[#n21n2repp(2)nuo l rn31n3rG2(4)] 
*& = ^[$fi31Q3repp(2)fi11nlrn21fi2re2(4)] (13b) 

for a total of four singlets for each bonding representation. In 

(10) Bunker, P. R. In Comparison ofab initio Quantum Chemistry with 
Experiment for Small Molecules; Bartlett, R. J., Ed.; Reidel: Dordrecht, 
The Netherlands, 1985. 

(11) Goddard, W. A., III. /. Am. Chem. Soc. 1972, 94, 793. 
(12) Carter, E. A.; Goddard, W. A., III. J. Phys. Chem. 1986, 90, 998. 
(13) Carter, E. A.; Goddard, W. A., III. /. Chem. Phys. 1988, 88, 3132. 
(14) Moore, C. E. Atomic Energy Levels; NBS Circular 467; U.S. National 

Bureau of Standards: Washington, DC, 1971 
(15) Schultz, P. A.; Messmer, R. P. /. Am. Chem. Soc., preceding paper 
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Figure 3. Plot of the energetic stabilization yielded by various extensions 
(discussed in the text) to the cr.ir bond SOPP-GVB wave function as a 
function of nitrogen-nitrogen separation. The plot shows the energy 
lowering with respect to the SOPP-GVB calculation, in eV. 

both cases, the fifth and final spin singlet results in a spatial 
symmetry for the total wave function incompatible with the ground 
state. 

In relaxing the PP spin restriction, the wave function can be 
written as a sum of four terms: 

1^SOGVB — 0Sl^Sl "*" CB •*62 + cn*n + c M * M (14) 

Examining the non-PP terms, we find that, just as in the case of 
the double bond, the recoupling involves (111 l)-like configura
tions, using only the 02(4) spin eigenfunction (cf. eq 10). These 
SO-GVB results, presented in Table I, show that only a small 
fraction of the total RCI energy lowering is due to lifting the PP 
spin coupling restriction. The additional spin freedom results in 
only 0.21-eV stabilization for the o-,ir bond wave function and 
0.10 eV for the bent-bond wave function. 

The majority of the stabilization of the RCI, just as for the 
double-bond case, results from the simultaneous polarization of 
electrons in different bonds. The calculations (POL-RCI) which 
include the IP-incompatible CSFs but exclude the CSFs required 
to accomplish the SO-GVB recoupling yield 89% of the total 
GVB-RCI(<7ir) and 94% of the GVB-RCI(ft) stabilization. 

The dependence of the stabilization of the various wave 
functions with respect to the SOPP-GVB reference as a function 
of internuclear separation is plotted in Figure 3. Only the <r,ir 
bond case is considered; the contribution of the recoupling is 
maximized in this description, and hence it represents the bound 
of its importance. As for ethylene, the bonding is well within the 
polarization-dominated regime near the equilibrium distance 
(denoted by the vertical line). Spin flexibility becomes more 
important as the distance increases. With an ~50% increase in 
internuclear separation, it is energetically more important than 
the polarization. At roughly twice the equilibrium length, the 
stabilization of the RCI is almost entirely attributable to spin 
recoupling. In its general features, the functional dependence of 
the RCI stabilization is the same as that observed for ethylene. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

In application to multiple bonds, it is found that the non-PP 
spin flexibility is unimportant at near equilibrium geometries; 
the perfect-pairing spin coupling describes the ground state very 
well. Given that the strong-orthogonality restriction between 
pairs was imposed throughout, the fragment high-spin couplings 
had the greatest possible opportunity to be expressed in the ground-
state wave function; the on-site atomic-like orbitals are auto
matically orthogonal by construction and therefore ideally suited 
to multiplet pairing. That this did not occur indicates that the 
perfect-pairing constraint is not significant. This constitutes the 
principal conclusion to be derived from the above results: in 
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examining the ground-state electronic structure, non-PP spin-
coupling terms only become important well beyond the region 
of the equilibrium geometry. 

In hindsight, that perfect pairing is a good approximation is 
not surprising. The inclusion of alternate pairings involves 
building triplet character into the bond pairs of the SOPP-GVB 
wave function. Near equilibrium, however, these bond pair 
orbitals have large overlaps, and to triplet couple them requires 
making them orthogonal in order to satisfy Pauli's principle, with 
a correspondingly high energy cost. For C2H4, the overlaps are 
0.88 and 0.65 for the 0 and TT bond pair orbitals, respectively, and 
0.81 for the bent-bond pair orbitals. Similar values result for N2. 
As the molecule dissociates, the bonding overlaps become smaller, 
this cost decreases, and the spin coupling among the bond orbitals 
changes toward the spin coupling of the fragments. 

The GVB-RCI wave function is clearly a poor approximation 
to an SO-GVB wave function. While the configurations added 

in the RCI expansion do include those necessary to allow the 
relaxation of the PP restriction on the SOPP wave function, the 
principal correlation effect added cannot be interpreted with an 
IP framework but instead involves interpair correlation effects. 
Thus the use of full-GVB-RCI wave functions, as in the study 
by Bauschlicher and Taylor4 on C2F2, renders any conclusions 
regarding qualitative bonding description impossible. The in
compatibility with an IP picture, however, can easily be corrected 
by restricting the RCI expansion to only those CSFs necessary 
to describe the spin recoupling of SO-GVB. In essence, the 
approach we describe reproduces the spin-optimized-G VB method 
described by Bobrowicz.6 
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